Schedule Drivers Test: Online at www.dmv.state.pa.us or call 800.423.5542
Drivers Test Check in: Have in hand License, Permit, Car Registration, Car Insurance Card, 65hr certification, last 4 digits of ssn#
Drivers safety check controls: brake lights, R&L turn signals, hazards lights, windshield wipers, horn, lights high and low beam
Parallel Parking
1. Pull up with signal on. 2. Approach barrels 2-3 feet away. 3. Position last post in rear window stop.
4. Stop cut wheel to the right all the way and hold. 5. Reverse until post is in side window and 45 degree angle.
6. Stop cut wheel to the left all the way and hold. 7. Reverse until parallel in box
8. 2 turns of the wheel back to straighten wheel. 9. Pull forward to middle of box. 10. You must be in the box. 11. Reverse straight back.
12. Left signal to come out. 13. Cut wheel to the left. 14. Look over shoulder. 15. Proceed out don’t hit anything.
Routes and practice times
Butler Routes: S & M, anytime, TU- SAT after 4:30pm Wed if no testing
At light make left onto rt356, right at target, right at end of lot(2x stop), right n. duffy, left rt356, right into parking lot.
left at light onto rt356, right alameda park, right alameda rd, left Duncan dr, right malwood dr, right rt68 (2x stop), stay right at Y in
road, left into shopping center lot.
Allison Park Routes: S & M anytime TU- SAT after 430pm
left Duncan (2xstop), left ringelsen, right sample (2x stop), right Hubbard, right Duncan (2xstop), right into parking lot.
right Duncan(2xstop), stay right on Duncan, right at light to peebles, right sample (25mph), right hubbard, right Duncan (2xstop), right
into parking lot
New Kensington Routes: S & M anytime TU- SAT after 430pm
right Greensburg Rd(2x Stop), left Merwin, left upper Drennen Rd, perform 3 point turn at gravel pull off on right, right upper Drennen
Rd, right Greensburg Rd, left back to license center.
Bridgeville Route: S & M anytime TU-SAT after 430pm
Proceed to parallel park, exit parking area full stop even know there is no stop sign, left on Washington Pike maintain lane on turn, lane
change left, left on Landgraf Ave, left on Nebb St, right on Mayer St (2xStop), at traffic light go straight back to parking lot they will tell
you where to park don’t forget signals.
Chippewa Route: S & M anytime TU-SAT after 430pm
Proceed to parallel park, left on Shanengo (2x stop), right on constitution (yield), right on school, right on smiley, left back into parking
lot.
Penn Hills Route: S & M anytime TU-SAT after 430pm
Proceed to parallel park, right on Rodi Road, get into turning lane make left on Marlow Dr, left on Rodi Rd (use turning lane properly if
needed) right back to parking lot.
Washington Route: S & M anytime TU- SAT after 430pm
Proceed to parallel park, left on Oak Spring (maintain your lane), left Locust Ave, left Elmwood (maintain SPEED!!), right Oak Spring, right
back into parking lot.
*This is to be used as a guide the test and routes may vary.

